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Abstract
We prove that any linear Boolean mapping of dimension n can be computed with a double se-
quence of linear assignments of the n variables. The proof is e4ective and gives a decomposition
of Boolean matrices and directed graphs.
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1. Introduction
Consider the mapping E on {0; 1}2 that maps (a; b) to (b; a). This mapping is linear
and bijective. An usual way to compute E in a program is to use a new temporary
variable c and compute c:= a; a:=b; b:=c. One can check that c is not necessary
and E is also computed with the program a:=a+ b; b:=a+ b; a:=a+ b. In [1], that
possibility of computing with no extra variables is proved for any kind of mappings
on {0; 1}n for any n. In [3], it is proved that the length of this sequential computation
is at most n2. We will prove here that linear mappings on {0; 1}n admit sequential
computations in at most 2n linear assignments of the n variables. Our proof is e4ective
and leads to a decomposition of Boolean matrices and directed graphs.
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Theorem 1. Let E be a linear mapping on {0; 1}n for n¿0. There exists two se-
quences (f1; f2; : : : ; fn) and (g1; g2; : : : ; gn) of linear mappings from {0; 1}n to {0; 1},
such that the sequential program:
x1 := f1(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
x2 := f2(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
...
xn := fn(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
x1 := g1(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
x2 := g2(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
...
xn := gn(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
computes the assignment X :=E(X ) for any X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) in {0; 1}n.
Proof. The aim is to transform any vector X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) into (E1; E2; : : : ; En)
where Ei is the ith projection of E(X ).
First sequence: We expect to perform assignments of the form xi:=fi for i=1; 2;
: : : ; n. Hence, at each step, the value of the component xi changes. DeEne a matrix M
such that at each step i=1; 2; : : : ; n, any line Mj for j¿i represents Ej according to the
current values of the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Hence, at the beginning, M is the matrix
of E. Denote Mij the ith element of the line Mj. Sometimes, we will be able to directly
assign the value Ei to xi, but sometimes not. That is the case when the assignment
xi:=Ei is not reversible and the initial value of xi is necessary in order to compute Ej
for some j¿i. In that critical case, we perform a partial assignment of xi that will be
adjusted in the second sequence. DeEne an integer Ri in order to remember what to
do. Begin with Ri:=i.
For i from 1 to n, do:
Case 1: If Mii =1. Then take fi to be the mapping corresponding to the line Mi. At
this step, the program will perform xi:=xi + with  not depending on xi. Hence, the
initial value of xi is obtained by adding  to the new value of xi. In order to preserve
the required property of M , replace the references to xi by xi+. Hence, for any j¿i
such that Mij =1, add the line Mi to the line Mj and set M
i
j again to 1.
Case 00: If Mii =0 and M
i
j =0 for any j¿i. Then take fi to be the mapping
corresponding to the line Mi. At this step, the program will perform xi:= with  not
depending on xi. Hence, the initial value of xi is lost. However, that does not matter
since this initial value is not necessary in order to compute Ej for any j¿i.
Case 01: If Mii =0 and M
i
j =1 for some j¿i. Choose some j¿i such that M
i
j =1
(for instance the greatest one) and add the line Mj to the line Mi. We fail in the Erst
case Mii =1. But the computation will now assign by hypothesis the value Ei + Ej to
xi. Hence, the second sequence of the computation will have to add again Ej to xi. In
order to remember that, deEne Ri:=j and go to the Erst case Mii =1.
Second sequence: Here, we have to perform the possible adjustments coming from
Cases 01 of the Erst sequence. For any i=1; 2; : : : ; n, if Ri = i then xi was assigned by
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Case 1 or 00 and received the good value Ei. Hence, there is nothing to do, and we
deEne gi:=xi. Otherwise, Ri = j¿i and Ei is xi + Ej. If Rj = j, then xj =Ej and we
deEne gi:=xi + xj. Otherwise, Rj = k¿j and Ej is xj +Ek , and so on: : : : Observe that
this process is Enite since Ri¿i holds for any i and gives the following:
For i from 1 to n do:
• gi:=xi; j:=i;
• while (Rj¿j) do [ j:=Rj; gi:=gi + xj].
By construction, the assignment xi:=gi gives the correct value Ei to xi.
Example. Consider the linear mapping E(a; b; c; d):=(c+ d; a; 0; b+ c+ d) on {0; 1}4.
We compute the Erst sequence of assignments. Begin with
M :=


0011
1000
0000
0111

 :
Case 01: M 11 = 0 and M
1
2 = 1. Perform M1:=M1 +M2 and R1:=2.
M :=


1011
1000
0000
0111

 :
Perform a:=a+ c + d and
M :=


1011
1011
0000
0111

 :
Case 01: M 22 = 0 and M
2
4 = 1. Perform M2:=M2 +M4 and R2:=4.
M :=


1011
1100
0000
0111

 :
Perform b:=a+ b and
M :=


1011
1100
0000
1111

 :
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Case 01: M 33 = 0 and M
3
4 = 1. Perform M3:=M3 +M4 and R3:=4.
M :=


1011
1100
1111
1111

 :
Perform c:=a+ b+ c + d and
M :=


1011
1100
1111
0010

 :
Case 00: M 44 = 0. Perform d:=c.
We compute the second sequence of assignments from (R1; R2; R3; R4)= (2; 4; 4; 4).
• R1 = 2 and R2 = 4 and R4 = 4. Perform a:=a+ b+ d.
• R2 = 4 and R4 = 4. Perform b:=b+ d.
• R3 = 4 and R4 = 4. Perform c:=c + d.
• R4 = 4. Perform d:=d.
Hence, the assignment (a; b; c; d):=E(a; b; c; d) is computed by the following sequential
program:
a := a+ c + d;
b := a+ b;
c := a+ b+ c + d;
d := c;
a := a+ b+ d;
b := b+ d;
c := c + d;
d := d:
2. Decomposition of Boolean matrices and directed graphs
The previous theorem has an interesting corollary for the construction of {0; 1}
square matrices. One can obtain any such matrix M with a Enite sequence of additions
of two lines from the identity matrix.
Corollary. For any n¿0, any n× n Boolean matrix is obtained from the n× n
identity matrix I with a 9nite sequence of operations on lines Li:=Li + Lj. More-
over, the indexes of the successive di:erent modi9ed lines form a subsequence of
(1; 2; : : : ; n; 1; 2; : : : ; n−1) and in the second part, the operations are of type Li:=Li+Lj
with j¿i.
Proof. Consider the matrix M of the linear mapping E on {0; 1}n. Obviously, the
sequential computation of E gives the decomposition of M in terms of the additions
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of lines. Note that two types of decompositions occur: coding assignments of the type
xi:=xi +  or xi:=. Moreover, the assignments of the type xi:=xi are omitted. For
instance, the steps x3:=x2 + x5 and x4:=x1 + x4 + x7 of the program correspond to the
following sequences of operations on the matrix:
x3 := x2 + x5


L3 := L3 + L3;
L3 := L3 + L2;
L3 := L3 + L5:
x4 := x1 + x4 + x7
{
L4 := L4 + L1;
L4 := L4 + L7:
Example. For the matrices
M :=


0011
1000
0000
0111

 ; I :=


1000
0100
0010
0001


we obtain, with the previous example of sequential computation, the following con-
struction of M from I :
L1 := L1 + L3;L1:=L1 + L4; ⇒ L1 = [1011];
L2 := L2 + L1; ⇒ L2 = [1111];
L3 := L3 + L1;L3 := L3 + L2;L3 := L3 + L4; ⇒ L3 = [0111];
L4 := L4 + L4;L4 := L4 + L3; ⇒ L4 = [0111];
L1 := L1 + L2;L1 := L1 + L4; ⇒ L1 = [0011];
L2 := L2 + L4; ⇒ L2 = [1000];
L3 := L3 + L4; ⇒ L3 = [0000]:
The previous result leads to an inductive construction of directed graphs from the “only
reIexive” one.
Corollary. For any 9nite directed graph G=(V; E), there exists an integer k¿0 and
two sequences (x0; x1; : : : ; xk−1), (y0; y1; : : : ; yk−1) of vertices in V such that E=Ek
where E0 = {(x; x): x∈V} and
Ei+1 = {(x; y) ∈ Ei : x = xi} ∪ {(xi; y) : (xi; y) ∈ Ei ⇔ (yi; y) ∈ Ei}:
Proof. Apply the previous result to the adjacency matrix of G.
3. Conclusion
It is proved in [3] that any mapping E on {0; 1}n has a sequential computation in
at most n2 steps. We have seen here that if E is linear, then the length is at most 2n.
Since, the exchange mapping is bijective and considering many tests on computers, we
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conjecture that bijective mappings on {0; 1}n have sequential computations of length
at most 2n too.
More generally, can one characterize the relations between a set S, a set F of allowed
mappings from Sn to S, a mapping E on Sn and the minimal length of a sequential
computation of E using mappings in F? It is proved in [2] that for S = {0; 1} and
any n¿0, there is a set F with |F |=3 that enables sequential computations of any
mapping E on Sn but the length cannot be in general polynomial according to n. On
the other hand, when S is rich enough to deEne an injective mapping from Sn to S,
then the length is at most n+1 when F is not restricted. For instance, for S =N, any
mapping E on Nn is computed with the sequential program:
x1 := 2x13x25x37x411x5 : : : pxnn ;
x2 := E2(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1));
x3 := E3(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1));
x4 := E4(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1));
x5 := E5(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1))
...
xn := En(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1));
x1 := E1(V2(x1); V3(x1); V5(x1); V7(x1); V11(x1); : : : ; Vpn(x1));
where Vp(m) is the greatest integer k such that pk |m.
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